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the guide features include: print and display of 2d and 3d views adjustment of step width grid control visualization of stairs automatic generation of bmp, gif, jpg, pdf (portable document format) files adjustment
of step height shift functionality calculation of all components for stairs stair designingstairdesigner can design stairs of different shapes and staircases can be designed in a number of ways. the number of
flights in a flight diagram can be set from 2 to 8, providing different flight requirements for the staircase.the maximum number of legs in a flight diagram can be set up to 7. the guide system is used with 3

different visual and editing components (2d/3d), and 9 different tasks (e.g. insert gateways, create lintels, adjust railings, adjust heights, determine per-step, landing) that can be applied to the house area. to
achieve these tasks an unguided, automatic process can be selected or control over all tasks for the house area can be selected using the 'guide system' (control button). additionally it can be selected from the
main window whether the guide or control should be activated in each task. e.g. if a ladder is being adjusted, the guide system is activated, and control can be activated or deactivated. stairtop editorthe stair
top editor component adds information needed for actually building the staircase. you can define the staircase according to the fabrication specification or use the computer code for building the stairway.the
computer code for building a staircase is prepared as a graphical designer. the graphical designer consists of a number of objects that can be edited and combined. when the computer code has been run, the

result is transferred to the component that actually creates the staircase.
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In the new user interface,
the program is easily

accessible to users: We
offer a simple and intuitive

graphical user interface
that is much easier to use
than the old user interface,
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where the user had to
manually enter codes and

numbers. The new
StairDesigner offers a new

interface with five main
toolbars: StairDesigner is a

powerful software for
architects and professionals
in the field of architecture,

interior design, model
making and anything that

requires accurate
measurements. The

intuitive graphical user
interface (GUI) allows you
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to create a stair according
to your wishes with the

click of a mouse. The ability
to perform 2D and 3D

image processing, easy link
between window and

program, numerous general
functions and full STL

export are the tools that
ensure the full reliability of
the software. Now that you

have established the
position, click the button

"Project". StairDesigner will
automatically determine
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the position of the steps on
the floorplan that were
defined previously. The

width of the steps is
automatically calculated

based on the height of the
floorplan and the height of
the stair. The position of

the stairs can be modified
during the plotting process

and StairDesigner will
automatically plot the

steps. If you want to avoid
the automatic plotting of
the steps, you can choose
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the steps to avoid plotting
by selecting the buttons

"skip next step" and "skip
previous step" in the "Step
to" / "Step from" column.
use the design criteria to

create a staircase. the
software can be guided by

drawing a staircase
description that is

automatically converted to
code. you can use the

graphical editor to edit the
code and production facility

of the staircase.
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